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lentidad que abarque las superfk

When initiating our investigation of tiie role of stomata in water loss

leaves of members of the genus Stanhopea (Orchidaceae) we approached i

problem by initially attempting to determine the stomatal density ii

given area of leaf surface. However, results were inconclusive despite

of the stomata to the proportion of epidermal cells as suggested by St

(1965). Sinclair (1990) expressed preference for the use of the stomata

e determination of stomata d.

plying the result by 100.

Stace (1965) as well as Metcalf and Chalk (1979), working with dice

ledonous material, found this index to be quite variable both in sin

plants and between plants. The rationale given for this variability was t

although a leaf developing under water stress retains the total numbei

epidermal cells, the cells are smaller, with the result that stomata densit

ncreased in the stressed leaf. Conversely, Rowson (1943 a, b, 1946), ci



in Mercalf and Chalk (1979), workmg with rhc -enus Cc/ss/a (Fabaceae),

concluded that species of the same ^^enus may be differentiated by means of

the stomatal index. Rowson also found that the stomatal index: (a) did not

vary significantly at different positions upon the leaf surface; (b) was inde-

within a species. Workmg with monocotyledons, Singh and Singh (1974)
report an SI range of 2.0-17.0 for seven species of epiphytic orchids, and
Boros (1980) reports 2.5-30.3 for 1 1 species of terrestrial orchids.

Rasmussen (1987) mentions Sta//bopea only casually, stating that a spe-

cies {S. hgrina) was mcluded in a summary by Strasburger (1866-67). Simi-

larly, reviewing water relations in orchids, Sinclair notes the genus once as

a reference by Link (1849) who saw spirally thickened idioblasts in roots of

Stanhopea ebornea (Link's spelling = ebiirnea). Other than these casual refer-

ences, data is scant concerning Stanhopea stomatal complexes.

During normal development, members of this genus receive copious

water. Thus, they should exhibit stomata indices not greatly different from
one another. However, use of the Salisbury formula yields inconclusive data

when calculating a baseline stomata index for individual species (see Slcdh:
Table 1). With wide ranges reported by previous workers and the minimal
date regarding this genus, a closer look at the formula was indicated.

The stomata index formula assumes that the leaf surface displays epider-

mal cells and stomata within a given area, and given the material with which
Salisbury worked, this assumption is both obvious and quite correct. How-
ever, the literature is unclear regarding whether certain epidermal cells (tri-

chomes and their flanking cells) are excluded, included as a unit, or counted
as individual entities. Adilirion;illy, the literature is unclear whether sto-

matal subsidiary cells are counied scparatrly or included as an entity of the

for other organs on the leaf surlacc, and results may be correct or merely the
product of a maihematual error. In \L,uh„p,j plants trichomes are present

order to arrive at a more accurate measure o'f the stomata index, the leaf



subsidiary cells was measured and the mean of each is shown m the table.

Although the number of cells vanes, the adaxial leaf area is equal to its

abaxial area. Hence this identity can be expressed, using areas instead of

numbers of cells, as shown in formula (1):

The number of trichomes in these Stanhopea plants number only one or

two in a standard area, resulting in a negligible difference in the adaxial

and abaxial areas. Thus their effect has been assumed as equal and they are

dropped from these calculations. However, where trichomes are numerous

or adaxial and abaxial quantities differ greatly, their numbers and areas

should be included in calculations. With this modification, the identity is

expressed as in formula (2).

(2) Ad„,isarea = Ab,e,is area + Stomata,,,, + Subsidiary Cells,,ea

Using the random sample of 25 epidermal cells, another modification is

necessary to arrive at an accurate number of stomata complexes. As each set

o{ Stanhopea guard cells is supported by two paracytic subsidiary cells, the

identity becomes as shown in formula (3).

(3) 25 (Adceiisarea) = 25 (Ab,,iis area) + X [Stomata^ea + 2 (Subsidiary Cells,,,,)].

Entering numerical values (e.g. C#01, ^. saccata) gives;

(3a) 25 (3097.40) = 25 (2219.28) + X [1476.94 + 2 (2024.48)}.

Thus the number of stomata (X) within the specified area =3.973.

Inserting this value into the modified Salisbury formula gives the following:

,;_ J- _ myreaSt+2{areaSS)-] , 3.973[l476.94 + 2(2024.48)] , 21.954

^E+S E + #St[areaSt+2{ayeaSS)] 25(2219.28) + 3. 973(1476.94 + 2(2024.48)] 77436.4

Merely counting the number of stomata complexes within a specified

area introduced inaccuracies due to variances in guard cell sizes, as well as

stomata overlapping area boundary lines, and exclusion of the areas of sub-

sidiary cells. These counts produced false stomata indices as shown in the

column headed SI Cell, and thus showed greater differences between plants

of the same species as well as of different species of the same genus. Using

the number of abaxial cells per square millimeter (e.g. COl S. saccata =

450.6), and the number of stomata (3.973) mthe classic formula gives the

index as shown in formula (4):



Ab Cells # Stoma GC/

2100.33 1.673 .231

Although the area method involves more calculations, it provides a more
accurate indication of the stomata and subsidiary cells within a given leaf
surface area. While the number of cells varies on both the adaxial and abaxial
leaf surfaces, obviously the areas of the leaf surfaces should be equal as should
the sums of the areas of the organs on each surface. The literature is silent

concerning subsidiary cells in calculations of the stomata index, but these
cells occupy significant areas of the abaxial leaf surface in Stanhopea as well
as other monocotyledons. In Stanhopea, stomata and subsidiary cells occur
only on the abaxial leaf surface, with the guard cells of all species surveyed
accompanied by subsidiary cells of varying areas. However, this does not



hold true for all other plants or even all members of the Orchidaceae, and

particular attention should be paid to modification of the general formula

in order to properly reflect the particular physiological condition of the

plants being analyzed.

Previous workers have reported v^ide ranges of the stomata index in and

between plants of the same species. However, in this survey of 50% of this

genus the stomata index is not significantly different for plants of the same

species, nor is a wide range observed between different species. It is sug-

gested that calculations of the stomata index include subsidiary cells and

any other types included in the count, as well as noting them as such. It is

also suggested that the stomata index formula be modified to consider the

areas of all components rather than being calculated by merely a count of

unspecified epidermal cells and only the guard cells of stomata.
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